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2019 年 7 月托福写作机经预测 

启德考培产品中心 启德考培北京学校 

往月考题 

 6 月 1 日 [Lifestyle] 

Some people prefer traveling to popular destinations, while others prefer 

traveling to less popular places. Which do you prefer, and why? 

 6 月 15 日 [Work & Success] 

In order to make work more enjoyable, some companies decided not to 

allow employees to discuss about business by sending mails or text 

messages on weekends and holidays. Some people believe that this policy 

is great. Others think that this policy will make no difference in employees’ 

dissatisfaction with work. What is your opinion and why?  

 6 月 16 日 [Lifestyle] 

Suppose you are going to travel to a city as a tourist, but you have a 

limited amount of time. Which of the following would you choose to do 

and why? 

A. touring historical sites 
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B. going to shops and markets 

C. eating in restaurants and cafes 

 6 月 29 日 [Education] 

Nowadays, many students are not interested in their classes. Which of 

the following ways do you think would be the most effective way that a 

teacher can use to make students get interested in classes? 

（1）Using technology in the classroom more often  

（2）Ask students to have group talk more often  

（3）Explain to the students what they learned is related to the world 

outside classroom 

7 月考题预测 （加亮题目为本月重点预测题） 

 Education  

1. High school students should be required to study many different subjects at 

same time or they should study only three or four subjects at a time. 

2. When choosing the final course, do you prefer to take a course taught by the 

professor with whom you have not had classes before or a course taught by the 

professor whose class you have taken before. 
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3. Do you agree or disagree? Students should be encouraged to take courses 

like science, technology, engineering and math that are likely to lead to job 

opportunities rather than subjects they might be interested in. 

4. Do you agree or disagree? The best way to increase students' interest in a 

subject is to teach them the significance of the subject outside of school.  

5. If one of your friends has the opportunity to study in either one of two 

majors, which one of the following majors you will recommend: 

 a. A major that would allow your friend to complete studies and get a degree 

faster (so that he or she can get a full time job sooner) 

 b. A major that would require longer time to study, but can make it more 

likely to get better job offers in the future.  

6. It is better to choose a university whose graduates have good job 

opportunities than a university with famous professors. 

7.  Students do reading by their own is as important as or more important 

than the reading teachers assigned. 

8. Do you agree or disagree? After high school, students should have at least 

one year to work or travel. It's better than attending university straight away. 

9. The club of your school plan to help one of the following group of people,  
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    a. teach pupils reading and math 

  b. build houses for those who cannot afford the house 

  c. take care of the old 

 Work & Success 

1. Which do you prefer: with the same rate of pay, an interesting and 

challenging job with less vacation or a job with more vacation time but less 

fun? 

2. When you are assigned an important presentation for work or school, you 

prefer to work on it right away so that you can work on it a little bit every day, 

or wait until you have a good idea about the presentation? 

3. People should be open to new ideas and change his or her mind to be 

successful. 

4. People who develop different skills are more successful than people who 

develop one skill only. 

5. Young people should try several different jobs before taking a long term 

career. 

6. Which one is the most important factor to help you work productively? 

a. having an environment that is free of noise and distractions 
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b. knowing that you will receive a reward 

c. doing something you are interested in 

7. Some college students prefer to find a secure job (with stable salary) right 

after graduation, others prefer to wait for better opportunities (to earn more 

money for example). Which approach do you prefer? 

8. To remain happy and optimistic when you fail is more important than 

achieving success. 

9. People care more about public recognition than about money. Even if no 

more money is given, public recognition can still make people work harder. 

10. Do you agree or disagree? A company should send all its employees to 

receive college education. 

11. Would you prefer a higher pay job with longer work time, or an average pay 

job with normal work time. 

 Lifestyle  

1. Do you agree or disagree? We can learn about a person from the books and 

movies that person likes 

2. The way a person is dressed in is a good indication of his/her personality. 
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3. The more money a person has, the more he or she should give away to the 

charities.  

4. Movies and television have more negative effects than positive effects on 

behaviors of young people.  

5. It is important for everyone to know about what is happening all around 

the world even though the events have not affected our daily life.  

6. When young people have time in the evening, what should they try to do?  

a. A sport activity they have never tried before 

b. a musical instrument 

c. accumulate work experience through some part time jobs 

7. Our society today is so busy and crowded that people do not need to be 

polite to each other. 

8. Some believe we should stay far away from the people we care about, 

because it is necessary for people to understand the importance of 

relationship of people we care about, while others think being away from 

people we care about can damage our relationships with them. 

9. Do you agree or disagree? Playing sports teaches people important lessons 

about life. 
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10. Leadership is something people are born with. No one can learn to be a 

leader. 

 Government & Society  

1. The government should offer internet access to all of citizens at no cost.  

2. What is the most useful action for people to help environment in their 

local communities？ 

a. Plant trees and create parks;  

b. Persuade local shops to stop providing plastic bags for consumers;  

c. Increase access to public transportation and reduce the automobiles on 

roads 

3. In times of an economic crisis, in which area should governments reduce its 

spending?  

a. Arts  

b. Scientific research  

c. Parks and public gardens. 

4. Do you agree or disagree? The rules that the whole societies today expect 

young people to follow and obey are too strict.  
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5. In order to improve education quality, which should the government 

consider investing more money? 

a. Hiring more teachers to teach smaller classes 

b. Let teachers receive additional trainings about teaching methods 

c. Provide better preschool education 

6. It is important for the government to provide money for beautiful things 

and not just for practical things. 

7. People can solve important problems in daily life on their own or with the 

help from families, so the help from government is not necessary. 

 Media & Technology 

1. It is more important to read and watch news presented by people whose 

opinion is different from your own view than by people whose opinion are 

similar to yours. 

2. Movies and televisions should always show audience that good people are 

rewarded and bad people are punished. 


